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Bike to Work Day 6/25/2014

The PHASE Interns assist with Bike to Work Day.  Also 
participating were children from the Commerce Children 
Center.
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Bike to Work Day 6/25/2014

Stands set up along the way including B-Cycle: 

Boulder B-cycle is a local 501(c)(3) nonprofit formed to 
implement and operate a bike-share system in Boulder, 
Colorado. Together with our partners at the City of Boulder, 
we’re working hard to create a transportation solution that’s 
clean, green, healthy, sustainable—and lots of fun!
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Mike Langston, of the SCCSC and USGS, demonstrated the effects of 
atmospheric CO2 by heating bottles of air and CO2 with a heat lamp, and 

showing the students the differences in temperature over time. Though the 
students were already knowledgeable about the effects and sources of climate 

change, these activities helped to enhance their understanding of climate 
change and the effects it will continue to have on our planet.

April Taylor of SCCSC ran the ocean acidification station, which allowed the 
students to create carbonic acid and then see how it affected mussel shells when 

dissolved in water. Bob Rabin demonstrated how human activity can change 
surface temperatures, and had students collect temperature readings to show 

how different surfaces retain more heat.

A recent class on climate change in the Choctaw Nation’s 
Jones Academy is a hopeful reminder that climate change 
education remains strong among Native American students. 
The class was a collaborative effort between the South 
Central Climate Science Center (SCCSC), the US 
Geological Survey (USGS), and NOAA to bring climate 
change education to STEM students of the Chickasaw 
Nation and the Choctaw Nation of Oklahoma.

Bob Rabin of NOAA’s National Severe Storms Lab was one of the scientists 
leading the class of high school students, who represented the Creek, 
Lakota-Creek, Cherokee, Cheyenne-Arapaho, Tohono O’odham, and 
Choctaw tribes. The students participated in various activities which 

demonstrated the effects of climate change on the world.

Climate change activities with Native American STEM students
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Student Interview: John Metz

Accurately defining the parameters of gravity wave drag in 
the atmosphere is crucial, as they play an important role in 
creating various weather prediction models. John is particularly 
interested in numerical weather prediction, which is why 
he decided to intern at NOAA for his Hollings Scholarship. 
After earning his bachelor’s degree, John plans on pursuing 
a Ph.D. in Meteorology at either CSU or the University of 
Washington, and would eventually like to have a career in 
model development either at NOAA or for a research institute. 
In his free time John likes to read and, when he can, to play the 
piano, which he has played for twelve years.

The Hollings Scholarship began in 2005 as a way to increase 
undergraduate training and prepare students for careers in 
oceanic and atmospheric science. The PHASE program has 
always been happy to host Hollings Scholars at ESRL in 
Boulder, and this summer we welcome Johnathan Metz to 
the program. John is from Bismarck, North Dakota, and is 
currently a senior at the University of North Dakota, where 
he studies atmospheric science. This summer, John has been 
working under Dr. Mike Fiorino to help refine the gravity 
wave drag parameterization in NOAA’s Flow-following 
finite-volume Icosahedral Model, or FIM. Gravity waves are 
atmospheric waves that originate in the troposphere due to 
topography and convection, and play an important role in 
the atmospheric circulation at the tropopause and up into the 
stratosphere and mesosphere. 
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            Objective

E. To establish and continually upgrade a broad range of 
contact with supervisors and Interns across the country 
via personal visits, telephone calls, e-mails, and periodic 
newsletters.

F. To respond to the reasonable requests from non-NOAA
groups for student referrals when their objectives are 
supportable and similar to the ESRL PHASE program.

G. To enhance the promotion of student excellence, pride, and
camaraderie through organized and regular social gatherings
which will serve to bind students together.

H. To provide a forum for major research issues of local and
national significance so that students may be better informed
and may express their views through seminar presentations
before their peers and supervisors.

A. To seek a broad development and expansion of internship
opportunities for high school, college and graduate students 
and high school teachers.

B. To assist and encourage NOAA organizations in 
establishing goals and identifying the best possible sources 
for the recruitment, employment, training and advancement 
of student Interns.

C. To encourage and actively support the promotion and
advancement of Interns already employed.

D. To analyze and determine the educational and 
professional needs of students seeking entry and 
advancement in employment; and, whenever possible, 
provide appropriate training and counseling services to meet 
these needs.

The mission of the Practical Hands on Application to 
Science-Education (PHASE) program is to have students 
benefit from a science intern program at a Federal facility.

The objectives of the program are (1) for laboratories to 
identify student projects that provide a learning environment 
and focus on practical hands-on activities; (2) to provide 
laboratories with profiles of students who have an interest in 
considering NOAA and science in general as a positive career 
choice; and (3) to inform students of career opportunities in 
NOAA.

Mission/Objective

        Mission

Practical Hands-on Application      to Science Education
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